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the kisssoft 2019 is designed to focus on the needs of mechanical engineers and transmission
specialists. provides a quick and easy way to design, optimize and also, classify machine

components according to applicable standards (iso, agma, din, etc.). the design process accelerates
significantly, especially when comparing changes with the same part. the second day was dedicated

to the design of crawler gearboxes and looked at other aspects of gear design, including, but not
limited to: gear reduction, overrunning gears, special geometries, size of gear teeth and spline

systems, axial preload, thrust compensation, wet operations, etc. the fourth day was dedicated to
the design and optimization of gearboxes and looked at the following topics: gear reduction,

overrunning gears, special geometries, size of gear teeth and spline systems, axial preload, thrust
compensation, wet operations, etc. the fifth day was dedicated to the design and optimization of

motion transmission and looked at the following topics: gear reduction, overrunning gears, special
geometries, size of gear teeth and spline systems, axial preload, thrust compensation, wet

operations, etc. the kisssoft process engine is used to control the calculation of life, strengths, and
other characteristics of the shafts, bearings, gear teeth, and gearbox parts, on a mathematical level.
kisssoft is a universal software for the design of gears, but it is also equipped with a special toolkit
that makes it easy to calculate all types of shafts, bearings, gear teeth and other components. the
kisssoft process engine provides a virtual environment for the designer of gears and the calculation

of geometries, bearing stresses, tooth deflections, and shaft strengths.
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the kisssoft 2021 is designed to focus on the needs of mechanical
engineers and transmission specialists. provides a quick and easy

way to design, analyze and also, classify machine components
according to applicable standards (iso, agma, din, etc.). the design

process accelerates significantly, especially when comparing
changes with the same part. kisssoft enables you to quickly and

easily design, optimize and classify machine components
according to applicable standards (iso, agma, din, etc.). the design

process accelerates significantly, especially when comparing
changes with the same part. noise emissions from gear units in

electric vehicles are a major problem. in practice, the profile form
deviation is controlled strictly. for this reason, it is important to
find a method that can be used to estimate the influence of the
manufacturing accuracy. the application of this method to some

modern gear units will be presented in our web demo: in 50
minutes, eng. ilja tsikur will show you how to design and optimize

gears for e-mobility applications in kisssoft. followig topics are
covered: building up the kinematic model, sizing of gear macro-
geometry andof protuberance cutter profile to eliminate grinding

notch, loaded tooth contact analysis, sizing of gear micro-
geometry for low noise excitation and more. the kisssoft 2020 is

designed to focus on the needs of mechanical engineers and
transmission specialists. provides a quick and easy way to design,

optimize and also, classify machine components according to
applicable standards (iso, agma, din, etc.). the design process

accelerates significantly, especially when comparing changes with
the same part. 5ec8ef588b
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